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CAP Post-2020 Consultative Committee Minutes 

Wednesday 22 July 2020 9.45am – 12 noon 

By Webex  

Attendees: DAFM - Paul Savage, Assistant Secretary General (Chair), Sharon Murphy EU Division, Corina Roe, 
CAP Rural Development Division, Ted Massey, EU Division, Ultan Waldron, CAP Rural Development Division, 
Maria Rigney EU Division (minute taker), Dympna Kehoe, Nitrates, Biodiversity & Engineering Division,  
Dympna Furlong, Agri Environ & Structures Division, Niamh Hamilton Jones, CAP Rural Development 
Division, Bernard Harris, Agricultural Structures Division,  Mary Carey,  CAP Rural Development Division. 
 
See Annex 1 for list of other organisations and names of their representatives in attendance. 
 
The Chair welcomed the Committee Members and invited the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine, 
Dara Calleary, T.D. and Minister of State Senator Pippa Hackett to address the CAP Consultative Committee.  
 
Minister Calleary said he was looking forward to working with the CAP Consultative Committee over the 
coming months and thanked them for their work to date.  He is also looking forward to working with 
Minister of State Senator Pippa Hackett and Minister of State Martin Heydon.  The Minister said that CAP has 
been a significant issue for him in his work to date. He was at the Agri-Fish Council in Brussels on Monday 
and met other Ministers and the Commissioner.   He discussed the German Presidency’s aim of achieving a 
general agreement on the CAP by October Council, the Farm2Fork (F2F) strategy, the CAP Strategic Plans and 
the Green Architecture and acknowledged there is lot of work to do. He discussed the budget negotiations 
and said they were challenging. He thanked the Chair and the Secretary General for their hard work during 
the budget negotiations.  
 
Minister of State Senator Pippa Hackett then addressed the Committee and thanked everyone for their 
participation.  She said the CAP is vital for so many farmers in securing the viability of their farms and hopes 
for the future.  It is critically important for CAP to address biodiversity and climate actions.  Ultimately, rural 
Ireland and our farmers are crucial to addressing this. She is hoping to work with the Committee over the 
coming months. 

The Chair moved on to the agenda items. The meeting focussed on the circulated Needs Assessment and the 
prioritisation of key issues as well as introducing discussions on the Intervention Logic process.   
 
Item 1: Minutes from 30 June meeting and any matters arising 
Minutes were agreed. The Chair said any further comments were welcome through the email address 
CAPConsultativeCommittee@agriculture.gov.ie 

Item 2: Update on developments at EU level  
Sharon Murphy, EU Division gave an update on the MFF negotiations as well as recent Council discussions. 
 
The MFF negotiations were long but successful. The CAP budget has been maintained and slightly increased. 
There is an allocation from the Next Generation EU recovery fund.  The allocation in the budget for Brexit is 
of interest to the agriculture community.  
 
Recent discussions at Council included a discussion on the F2F strategy and the possible ring fencing of 
funding on eco-schemes.  The Commission was clear; the F2F targets are to be seen as political targets. Most 
of the discussion related to the recommendations that will be given to Member States in the final quarter of 
2020.  These will specifically relate to the at F2F strategy. GAEC 9 was also discussed at Council. The German 
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Presidency intend to have a final agreed approach by October Council.  September will be exceptionally 
busy. 
 
The Chair opened the floor for comments.  Comments and issues raised included; the F2F and biodiversity 
strategies, budget allocation, CAP Strategic Plan (CSP) timelines, GAEC 2 and co-financing. 
 
The Chair said that Member States are being given flexibility and welcome the suggestions in the F2F and 
biodiversity strategies. DAFM want to integrate these into the CSP and will continue to do this over the 
coming months. MS are supposed to have the flexibility to meet their objectives in a way that suits their 
conditions. Transition is likely to be 2 years, the Council and Parliament are in agreement, but the 
Commission is not.  The expectation is the CAP Regulations will be agreed before the end of the year. In 
relation to the budget allocation, we have maintained the CAP budget with a slight increase in current price 
terms over the 7 years. The Chair said that more money moved from Next Generation money into the MFF.  
Next Generation funding is short term in response to Covid-19 and is outside the MFF and as such will not 
count in setting the baseline for future MFF negotiations.  Transferring some of that money into the MFF 
makes things more sustainable for the next CAP budget. Hopefully the European Parliament will now 
endorse the MFF agreement.   

 
Sharon Murphy confirmed that there had been no further discussion on GAEC 2 at Council in July but DAFM 
will continue to seek clarity.  The GAEC’s still require further discussion before they will be agreed at Council. 
In relation to F2F targets being described as political targets, this is the language the Commission used; it 
means it’s not a legally binding target; they are there in the strategies, but are not a legally enforced target.  
 
The Chair thanked stakeholders for their comments. 

Item 3: Intervention Logic (presentation by DAFM) 
The Chair invited Mary Carey from CAP Rural Development Division to give a presentation to put the 
discussion on intervention logic in context and asked the Stakeholders to reflect on this over the coming 
weeks. Mary Carey gave a presentation on designing the intervention strategy and outlined the process 
involved in developing the CSP and the Needs Assessment.  Today’s focus is on the interventions and design. 
 
The Chair thanked Mary for her presentation and asked the Stakeholders to take the document and reflect 
on it to see if we can achieve multiple benefits from an intervention across a range of streams.  He said it is 
an iterative process and we can go through these over the coming months and discuss in early September.  
 
The Chair asked Stakeholders for their initial comments. The setting of Indicators, the process for 
establishing key priorities within the list of Needs, Agri-food 2030, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) 
report were raised. 
 
In relation to the ECA report, the Chair said we are working towards working within the parameters in the 
CSP. We have to try to incorporate the Biodiversity Strategy and F2F into the CSP; we have started dialogue 
with the Commission.  It’s the Commission’s intention to have the targets combined in the CSP. In relation to 
the Agri-food 2030 group, the Chair outlined that its work is focused on the wider development of the 
sector. 
   
Mary Carey said proposed indicators are set out in Annex 1 of the draft CSP Regulation. We are engaging to 
agree at MS level and have engaged with the Commission on the indicator fiches. We are involved in the 
development of the indicators and are looking for a simplified, workable performance-based system. 
 
Item 4: Exchange of views on prioritisation of needs and possible interventions 



The Chair asked stakeholders to outline their prioritisation of the Needs.  He said the suggestion for each to 
identify their top 3 priorities was to keep the process manageable. DAFM is not coming up with a definitive 
list at present. He suggested the Stakeholders share the list with us in writing.  
 
Some stakeholders suggested the list was like a “shopping list” and to choose a top 3 list of priorities was 
difficult. Agri-environmental schemes, biodiversity, climate, water, diversification, generational renewal, 
young farmers, KT mentoring scheme, on farm data collection, CPD training, succession planning were some 
of the issues raised. 
 
The Chair said we need a broader holistic approach and that the “Shopping list” is a process, a foundation 
linking to the SWOT, trying to achieve multiple benefits from intervention measures.   The list is an attempt 
to link the SWOT to the intervention logic - it is an intermediary stage. He said Pillar 1 payments are vital, 
and demands are higher - F2F and Biodiversity strategy, eco-schemes and conditionality. He also highlighted 
the need for input from industry stakeholders, and said that there will be a role for other, non-CAP 
measures, such as regulation. 
 
The Chair said DAFM will reflect on the comments received, and that further written comments will be 
accepted. The Needs Assessment will be refined as we develop interventions.  We need overall coherence 
across the green architecture and to identify interventions that will deliver multiple benefits.   

Item 5: Date of next meeting  
It will take place in early September – subsequently confirmed as Wednesday 09 September@ 9.45am by 
Webex. 

Item 6: AOB 
No other issued were raised.  
 
  



Annex 1 - List of non-DAFM organisations and names of their representatives in attendance  

Representative Organisation 

Bleasdale, Andy Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 

Burke, Joe Bord Bia 

Caffrey, Mary Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment 

Carter, Clive Irish Grain Growers Association 

Claffey, James Irish Rural Link 

Deakin, Jenny EPA 

Donnelan, Trevor Teagasc 

Duffy, Thomas Macra 

Duggan, Oonagh Environmental Pillar/Bird Watch Ireland 

Farrell, Eamonn ICOS - Irish Cooperative Organisation Society 

Fitzsimons, Paula Acorns 

Grant, Donal Department of Housing Planning & Local Government 

Gunning, Gerry IFA - Irish Farmers Association  

Healy, Cormac Meat Industry Ireland 

Lumley, Ian An Taisce 

Lynch, Donal Department of Public Expenditure and Reform 

Mulvihill,  Conor Dairy Industry Ireland 

O'Donnell, Colm Irish Natura & Hill Farmers Association  

O'Driscoll, Owen  Agricultural Consultants Association 

Punch, Eddie ICSA - Irish Cattle and Sheep Farmers Association 

Randles, Anne ORNUA 

Regan, Noel Department of Communications, Climate Action and Environment 

Sheils, Brendan Fitzpatrick Consultants 

Smyth, Paul ICMSA 

Stanley Smith, Charles  Environmental Pillar 

Wallace, Michael UCD 

Westbrook, Gillian IOFGA 

 


